
ABSTRACT

In this document we cite the final implementation of the Indoor Navigation 

Framework for Mapping and Localization of Multiple Robotic Wheelchairs. The 

framework we have developed and delivered, allows any wheelchair user to be guided

to a desired location on his own, as long as the building itself is adopted to the novel 

system. Unlike the state of the art, where no automation exists for guiding a 

wheelchair in modern buildings, this allows the owner of the least sophisticated 

wheelchair to explore public buildings with more ease than a normal person. In this 

project we intend to implement a working prototype, which fulfills the fundamental 

functions of the system. It can be further customized to the needs of system owners.

Our proposed solution empowers specialized robot cists to contribute software 

components that can be integrated into complete real-time systems. The framework 

also facilitates robotic software components reuse and portability across hardware 

platforms. Based on an indoor navigation and other related case studies we evaluated 

the advantages and the limitations of the framework in terms of ease of use, 

modularity and real-time capabilities.

Rather than comparing with the related research performed by others we embraced to 

give an overview of the research project we have previously done and come up with 

new implementations and added features with the aim, both for ourselves and 

the readers, to make our intuitively available framework more 

explicit and to give it a more fundamental basis.
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Definitions, Acronyms, and Abbreviations.

Acronyms and Abbreviations  :

Wi-Fi : wireless fidelity

3G : 3rd Generation

SLAM : Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (autonomous control method)

RFID : Radio-Frequency Identification

GUI : Graphical User Interface

API : Application Programming Interface

UART : Universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter

HAL : Hardware Abstraction Layer

Definitions

Framework  :   Abstracted platform where common code with generic functionality 

    can be selectively specialized or overridden by developers.         

Localization   :  A determination of the place where something is; "he got a good fix 

    on the target"

Dispatcher    : A routine that controls the order in which input and output devices 

   obtain access to the processing system.



Simulation      : The technique of representing the real world by a computer program.

MONO  : Mono is a free and open source project led by Xamarin to create an 

   Ecma standard-compliant, .NET Framework-compatible set of tools 

   including, among others, a C# compiler and a Common Language 

               Runtime.



1.  Introduction

1.1 Introduction

 Use of wheelchairs among people with walking disabilities is common in most 

countries, and is considered to be the aid of highest sophistication for persons with 

such impairments, apart from high tech artificial limbs, which tend to be extremely 

costly. Despite wheel chairs allowing such physically impaired people in moving to a 

place of their desire, they consist of several shortcomings as well. For instance, a 

person who appreciates independence would want to perform his/her daily chores 

without the assistance of another, but would be deprived of such ability, since doing 

all the work while burdened with the necessity of guiding the wheel chair itself would

be almost impossible. More often than not, such persons require the assistance of 

attendants to perform their work and maneuver the wheelchair in public places such 

as hospitals, supermarkets, offices etc. Even though most such modern buildings 

focus on improvements in facilities and accessibility methods for the benefit of such 

physically impaired people; lack of interest towards introducing an automated wheel 

chair system itself has greatly limited the conveniences which could be granted to 

users of wheel chairs.

 The conventional wheelchair has seen numerous changes through the years, and has 

been highly customized to suit various purposes according to each individual’s 

lifestyle. For instance, there exist electric powered wheel chairs, which are moved via 

the means of electric motors and navigational control, often a small joystick mounted 

on the armrest. Furthermore, all-terrain wheelchairs allow users to wade in water, 

while providing with better mobility on uneven terrain such as beach, sand or snow. 

Various other developments too exist which are not necessarily related to the aspect of

mobility; hence such advances have not been mentioned here.

  Hence, as a solution for this issue, we are coming up with the novel innovation of 

Indoor Navigation Framework for Mapping and Localization of Multiple Robotic 

Wheelchairs which will be more technology based, unique and topical.



1.2 Goal and Objectives

Goal/ Perspective

Foremost goal of our project is addressing a global issue listed by United Nations. 

Since most developing countries are focusing on how to improve accessibility, we are 

defining a set of standards to answer the accessibility problem and ease the indoor 

navigation in buildings which follow UN International Accessibility Standards as the 

solution for this matter. So giving person self -reliant and equal accessibility will meet

the issue that most of the countries are enduring today.

Objectives

 Constructing a more sophisticated, safe and error free automated wheelchair for 

consumers at reasonable price.
 Allows any wheelchair user to be guided to a desired location on his own, as long as 

the building itself is adopted to the novel system
 Foremost objective is robotic wheelchair to be capable of navigating safely for long 

periods of time. 
 Implementing a more eminent and provident indoor navigation framework.
 In order to accomplish the navigation task, assuring integration of the mapping, 

localization and guided planning.

“NaviSys” Indoor navigation framework that we have proposed will allow any 

wheelchair user to be guided to a desired location on his/her own as long as the 

building itself is adopted to a novel system. Also allows wheelchair user to explore 

public buildings with more ease than a normal user. Finally this product will show up 

an answer for the Accessibility issue that most of the countries are enduring today.



1.3 Scope of the project

Here is the brief summary of the features in the scope of Framework for mapping and 

localization for multiple robotic wheelchair and what are the desired features intended

to be in the software to be developed. The following scope is completely independent 

from our previous project work.

Central Monitoring Layer is the most significant feature that has been newly added 

to the product. This layer/system consists of Real time locating system, fleet 

management system, moderated communication module that facilitate Wi-Fi 

networking, traffic management process to manage cluster of wheelchairs and map 

synchronization.

In the extended scope, Robot Application Layer is enumerated to do updating real 

time location, handling voice command inputs, re-path planning and visualizing map 

of the building. Also this will be implemented with the real time error correction 

module and abstracted communication module which support any serial 

communication port. Robot simulation software with improved and efficient 

obstacle detection algorithms and hardware API call translation system and map 

generation software are manifested in the extended scope of the framework. Finally 

well-defined Framework API will be published.

By implementing more precise and eminent working software framework for indoor 

navigation, mapping and localization we are appraising to construct automated 

wheelchair which addresses one of the global issues listed by the UN regarding the 

accessibility. 



1.3.1 Targeted Users

Navisys mainly targeted the following categories of people.

• Differently abled people

• Elderly people

• Anyone who need assistant for the building navigation

• Buildings (Airports, supermarkets, hospitals…etc) facilitators

• System operators

1.3.2 User Characteristics

Following characteristics should be owned by the major users of the Navysis.

 Adequate eye vision
 Ability to interact with the simple user interface.
 System operators/ framework users should have tolerable technical skills.

1.3.3 Features and functions of the system



As we mentioned earlier Navisys is consisted of large number of features and 

functions which stimulate the users and vendors to use more easily and safety manner.

Major functions of the system have been categorized according the particular 

system/software which it is processed by.

Here are the main four systems which performs the major functions and deliver the 

features of the complete final product.

 Central monitoring system
 Robot application
 Hardware abstraction layer
 Map generation software
 Robot simulator software

 Central Monitoring Layer 
 Efficient section selection algorithms
 Implement algorithms for retrieval of real time data from robot layer and 

process that data efficiently.
 Implement traffic management algorithms to manage a cluster of wheel 

chairs
 Fleet management system
 Implement algorithms and necessary measures to ensure that system is 

reliable at any given time.
 Real time location system
 Improve the section selection algorithm and map sync feature with robot 

application layer.
 Communication module with support for Wi-Fi and 3G to communicate 

with Robot Application Layer.

 Robot Application Layer - 
 Improved path finding algorithm with support for larger maps.
 Real time location updating and visualization system (in the GUI for the 

user). 
 Efficient re-path planning algorithm with support for multiple dynamic 

obstacles. 
 Improved dynamic and static obstacle detection algorithm with multiple 

sensor support (up to 4 sensors).
 Real time navigation error correction algorithm using compass data and 

encoder data from hardware layer



 Improved GUI with voice commands.
 Abstracted communication module that will support any serial 

communication port regardless of platform for hardware communication, 

and network protocol to communicate with the central monitoring system 

(with Wi Fi or 3G technology).
 Improved navigation algorithm supporting dynamic robot move speeds, 

turn commands and dynamic robot sizes that will divide the navigation 

path accordingly.

 Hardware Abstraction Layer with hardware 

 Introducing RFid tags to detect the exact position 
 Introducing array of Photodiodes to capture the UV markers
 Introducing more powerful Nvidea Tegra Processor
 Improved adaptively to any kind of sensors as inputs

 Robot Simulation Software  

 Improved Visualization algorithms with support for larger maps (by super 

imposing).
 Efficient Static and dynamic obstacle detection algorithms with support for

multiple sensors that will simulate the real hardware sensor environment.
 Hardware API call translation system for a realistic robot simulation 

environment. 

 Map Generation Software 

 Abstracted configuration to support robots of any size and with support for

larger maps.
 New and Improved algorithm to detect robot accessible areas of the map 

and generation of nodes accordingly.
 Visualization of the map with robot accessible areas. 



1.3.4 Constraints of Navysis

 Wi-Fi network availability
 Depends on the accessibility of the building(build according to un standards)
 Cannot be used in a highly overcrowded environment
 Battery life constraints

Building Map

Central Monitoring 

System

Wheelchair Unit



Figure 1.1 – Graphical representation of the entire system 

2.  Background Research

2.1 Related work

Several algorithms have been proposed for multi robot mapping such as, 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), Kalman Filter based 

implementations, Balanced Distributed Graph-based Framework etc. But the main 

disadvantages of those algorithms are complexities and the need of much expensive 

hardware infrastructure. Position measurements acquired by those methods are not 

accurate and more erroneous. For an example, need of expensive laser radar obstacle 

detection sensors for SLAM can be taken as a main disadvantage. Several adaptations 

of single robot mapping techniques have been proposed for the multi-robot context. 

The standard Extended Kalman Filter is not considered suitable for multi-robot 

extension due to the quadratic complexity of the algorithm that would be reflected 

into a quadratic complexity of the communication.

NaviSys Approach

Our mapping and localization is based on processing an image of the scaled building 

map fed to the central monitoring computer of the system. It creates set of nodes in 

the areas which can be navigated by the wheelchair itself. Those nodes are in size of 

the robot, and uses our own modified Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm. We are 

having both map and the static obstacle matrix of the building. First we run Dijkstra’s 

algorithm and save the shortest path, then it calculates the turning points. Finally 



connect each turning point if there is no obstacle between them (by examining 

obstacle matrix) Pseudo code of the basic Dijkstra’s algorithm is as shown below.

Figure 2.1 – Dijkstra algorithm

Initially, the path is planned connecting AB CD EFG nodes. Then the 

optimization algorithm search for the obstacles between adjacent nodes, if there is no 

obstacle exists, path is rearranged by connecting next node as shown in Fig. 2.2. Ex. 

ABC is rearranged to AC. But if there is an obstacle exists as in C  E path, it is 

considered as an invalid route. So it doesn’t change the initial path and sticks to the 

CDE route.

void Graph::dijkstra(Vertex s){

Vertex v,w;

Initialize s.dist = 0 and set dist of
all other vertices to infinity

while (there exist unknown vertices,
find the one b with the smallest

distance)

b.known = true;

}

for each a adjacent to b

if (!a.known)

if (b.dist + Cost_ba < a.dist){

decrease(a.dist to= b.dist +
Cost_ba);



  Figure 2.2 – Mapping by 

connecting nodes

2.2 Previous project work

Before we deal with this project we have concluded similar project which was 

implemented as “Automated guided wheelchair”. Navysis is the new enriched system 

that has been developed based on the previous work. Hence the related previous work 

is mentioned as follows.

2.2.1 Automated guided wheelchair 

Initially, a scaled map of the premise will be fed to the central monitoring computer. 

This is also there on the onboard control computer of the wheelchair. When we know 

the initial position, real time location of the wheelchair can be detected through the 

two encoders at the wheels and the digital compass set to the wheelchair. When the 

user needs to go to a specific location, he only needs to enter that location through 

onboard computer GUI. Then that computer will calculate the best possible path to the

given specified location and the wheelchair will be navigated there.

 Ultrasound sensors are installed in the system to identify obstacles. In case the chair 

runs into one, a signal would be sent to the control computer and it will calculate an 

alternate route which will then be used by the wheelchair for navigating.

     Having only the encoders and the compass will not be sufficient in real time 

mapping and localization of the robot. There could be slight differences in the 



position mapped at the central monitoring computer and the actual physical position 

of the robot due to errors of the compass and the two encoders. In order to rectify this,

UV markers will be printed on the floor to detect the exact X and Y coordinates of the

robot.If there arises a time when both the user and the wheelchair system has no 

definite idea about the position they are at (in case of being lost or reboot), the 

wheelchair can be navigated to the closest anchor point with the aid of invisible UV 

markers on the floor of the building. The exact position of the system can then be 

identified from the RFIDs at the anchor points.

2.2.2 Functionalities of the Automated guided wheelchair

 Robot Application Layer 
 Path Navigation with improved dijekstra algorithm.
 Static obstacle detection algorithm by using dual sensor data from the 

hardware layer. 
 Real time mapping and localization module.
 Serial communication module to transfer data between hardware layer 

and robot application layer
 GUI with dynamic destination and start position support (to be used by

the end user).
 Navigation algorithm supporting basic robot navigation commands (go

forward, turn etc.).
 Manual override system for emergency situations.
 Real time heading (direction) detection system with offset support.

 Hardware Abstraction Layer with hardware – 
 Communication with the Robot Application Layer through pre-defined 

Serial packet architecture.
 Motor controlling with fine-tuned PID algorithm
 Use of Ultrasound sensors to detect obstacles
 Use of Digital Compass to detect the heading 

 Robot Simulation Software - 
 2D robot Visualization supporting dynamic robot sizes.
 Accurate robot motor control, wheel encoder and movement 

simulation system.
 Static obstacle detection simulator module



3 System Analysis and Design

This chapter will elaborate the how analysis was done and what are the specific 

functional requirements. The system was designed according to a special hierarchical 

structure dividing into four layers.

3.1  Functional requirements of the system

The key functional requirements were identified and summed up in order to proceed 

deployment process. Since our project is research oriented one these analysis was 

highly concerned with respect to a different point of views.

3.1.1 Wheelchair User must be able to enter the destination

 Robot Application shall consists GUI to handle this situation.
 User view the map of the building and enter the desired location.
 Initially map should be fed in to the central monitoring system and Wi-Fi 

network must be available for complete this function.
 As the input will be given by touch option the validity checking is not 

there.  The interior normalization of the input will calculate by dividing

destination co-ordinates (parameters) by the node size and then feed to 

the navigation algorithm.
 Overflow or an error won’t be arouse because of that normalization.
 Input destination will be converted into a map nodes.

3.1.2 System shall do real time locating

 This will be done by the central monitoring layer.



 Identify the current position
 Get the required data from the compass
 Calculate the current position in the map
 Compass should work accurately and give the correct data.

 Compass data should be within the range of 0 – 359 degrees in 

unsigned integers. Data transferred by the sonar sensors will be given 

by the integers (0-255) 
 Overflows and the errors will be eliminated by the hardware 

abstraction layer.
 Input integer data would be converted into the Double data and again 

the current position output should be given by the integer type

3.1.3 Central monitoring layer must have a fleet management

 Receiving robot location 

 Receiving dispatcher status 

 Handling user/dispatcher requests 

 Returning the total number of units in the network (from the length of the 

vehicle array) 

 Sending the idle units to a dispatcher according to their statuses. 

 For those above functions both input and the output data will be the 

robot position.

 When error occurs in this system the calculations will be happen only 

for the connected robots and rest of the robots won’t be included in the 

calculations.

 Input robot position convert to the integer coordinates. After the 

calculations output should be given as integer node position

3.1.4 Central monitoring system should be able to communicate with the robot 

application



• Receiving the location of the wheelchair unit from the server 

• Sending map information to the unit through the robot and updating the 

infrastructure map of the said unit as needed. 

• Sending information on traffic in the paths from the server to the unit. 

• Sending user/fleet requests. 

• Sending emergency details from the server when needed. 

• Sending the status of the robot to the server. 

• Connecting wheelchair phone to a human operator if needed. 

• Sending the firmware from the server. 

• Registering the wheelchair unit in the network when it is turned on. 

3.1.4 A traffic management function is required.

• Central monitoring system responsible for this task.

• Checking for possible collision routes using the all-paths array and the vehicle 

array.

• It will also reroute the unit path to avoid collision according to the priority of 

the requests.

3.1.5 Central monitoring layer must do the maintenance.

• Checks the health of the vehicle from the vehicle array



• Checks the availability of the path

• Update the firmware of the robot and update the map when needed.

3.1.6 System shall control the robot

• This will be done by the Robot application.

• Calculates which signals should be sent to the communication layer. Ex. go 

forward, turn left, turn right, and stop commands.

3.1.7 Robot application should be able to do navigation

• Obstacle detection: Reads ultrasound data and calculates the safe zone/ critical

zone according to standards. 

• Localization: Localization consists of the following tasks. Getting the values 

of grid junction count and wheel rotation count and using these to locate the 

robot in the map. Get the values of anchor points. Set the value according to 

the anchor point Signal received. Identify the unique anchor point according to

the signal and set its info. Returns the anchor point details, Using anchor point 

set the absolute location. It Returns absolute location. Guide vehicle to next 

anchor point from anchor marking info. 

• Path Navigation: Updates the location in the map, sets the path and calculates 

alternate paths. 

3.1.8 Robot App must take care of the maintenance of hardware devices



• Sets the critical battery level

• Monitors the motor status

3.1.9 System shall be able to control the motor

• Hardware abstraction layer controls the direction of the motor using PID based

calculations according to the distance commands given by the Robot 

Application layer.

3.1.10 HAL must communicate with the robot application through predefined   

packet structure.

3.1.11   Image processing 

• Processes the raw data acquired by the photo transistor array

• Searches for marker types

3.1.12 Ultrasound Obstacle Detection 

• Searches for obstacles during set time intervals and detects them using 

ultrasound sensors. (Time interval can be changed as needed)



Figure 3.1- UML use case diagram for the NaviSys



Figure 3.2 – Layer entity relationships

3.2  Non -functional requirements



a) User friendliness
Since we were building this product targeting disabled people and 

companies such as airports, supermarkets etc. it was essential to 

implement a user friendly system. We were able to create API/Manual 

in order to make our product usage easy.

b) Portability
We used Mono framework as it is platform independent and can run 

both in Linux and Windows platforms.
c) Safety

This is one of the most important requirements we had to pay attention 

to. As our users/clients are with walking disabilities they can’t handle 

any risks on their own. So the wheelchair is powered with features to 

supply more safety conditions and must be capable of handling many 

cases of emergencies.

d) Efficiency & Performance
People are expecting more efficient electronic wheelchair than 

conventional wheel chair in order to make their day to day schedule 

easy and so that there won’t be any necessity of having a 

supporter/helper to take them in. As we need to implement error/bug 

free application, hardware properties must work more accurately in this

scenario.
e) Accessibility

The concept focuses on people with disabilities or special needs and 

their right of access, enabling the use of assistive technology. As our 

product is also directly targeting these kind of people we are highly 

considering accessibility feature.
f) Reliability

One of the key features we are considering. Within consecutive testing 

and debugging phases we are hoping to implement a product with 

accuracy and precision.

3.3  System Architecture 



Rather than following and adapting to a conventional designs we conceived our own 

architecture as the design of the system. As previously mentioned we have defined 

four layers and its tasks are abstracted to each other. 

3.4  Assumptions and dependencies 



3.4.1 Assumptions

 Assuming that modern buildings have been built according to the UN 

standards have Wi-Fi availability most of the time we are coming up with the 

moderated Wi-Fi communication model.
 Framework will be designed based on the assumption that the indoor premises 

are with the minimum magnetic field interferences as the compass will give 

inaccurate readings because of this.
 Hardware devices will be used for the implementations assuming that they are 

working with the sufficient accuracy.

3.4.2 Dependencies

 If software framework will be run on the Linux operating System then it will 

depend on the MONO framework. When it comes to WINDOWS this will 

depend on .Net framework.
 To the continuous functioning of the Wi-Fi communication module, the Wi-Fi 

connectivity is considered as a major dependency.
 Central monitoring layer will fully depend on the Hardware Abstraction layer 

(HAL) and Robot Application layer will depend on both HAL and the central 

monitoring layer (two way communication)

3.6 Apportioning of requirements.

According to the project plan and the time constraints there were some limitations in 

implementing and designing some requirements. We have proposed the voice 

command system to be developed. With the time duration of the project we weren’t 

able to complete that task. So this is planning to deploy in the future version of the 

framework.



Figure 3.3 – Class Diagram



4 System Development

4.1  Development tools and technologies

4.1.1 Development Tools

 Microsoft Visual studio 2012

We used this integrated development environment throughout our 

project development phase. It is a great deal as it produces both native 

and managed codes. Hence we used third party .Net framework called 

“Mono” we could easily do coding using this IDE. It was very 

powerful IDE as it provides not only a code editor supporting but also 

work as both source level and machine level debugger and supplies 

code refactoring.

 Arduino IDE

As we mesh around the hardware components this IDE was chosen in 

developing phase. This IDE has a concept of Arduino sketches. Checks

for errors, compile it and then upload it to the Arduino I/O board. This 

IDE provided great assistance when working with hardware and 

manipulating data. The board selection has two effects: it sets the 

parameters (e.g. CPU speed and baud rate) used when compiling and 

uploading sketches; and sets and the file and fuse settings used by the 

burn bootloader command.

 Mikroelectronica Mikro C IDE



Only mikroC offered the unique mechanism to easily use any available

library in our project. Special OneClick™ technology allowed us to 

speed up our development. No need for dozens of #include directives.  

Here it came with the cordial feature calls Software simulator. 

Software simulator supports all debugging modes as mikroICD, but 

instead of executing the code on real hardware, it simulates code flow 

on your PC. Using Watch Clock you can precisely measure the code 

execution time in microseconds or in clock cycles.

 Docklight 2.0

Docklight 2.0 is using as a testing, analyzing and simulation interface 

for communication protocols. Thus we are developing C# programs, 

this API allows serial and protocol communication in minimal time and

minimal amount of codes. Following features of this software were 

really applicable in our developing procedure of the NaviSys.

 Simulating serial protocols

 Logging RS232 data

 Detecting specific data sequences

 Responding to incoming data

 Com0com

This is a Null-modem emulator allowed us to create an unlimited 

number of virtual COM port pairs and use any pair to connect one 

COM port based application to another. Each COM port pair provides 

two COM ports. The output to one port is the input from other port and

vice versa. The Null-modem emulator can be used to provide serial 

interface for device emulators.



 Raspberry Pi

Raspberry Pi should be used to connect robot with the network, as the 

robot needs to access the file located at localhost. Once it gets the 

location from the localhost, it gives a signal to the Arduino through 

GPIO pins.

 Mockup Builder

In the Robot application we had to create easy navigable and user 

friendly graphical user interfaces. Mockup builder was the best 

prototype sketching solution that we have used here. With numerous 

elements in UI promoting the development of modernized ideas were 

helped us come up with the better GUI designs.

4.1.2 Technologies

 Mono(.Net Framework)

We used Mono as our key framework. We needed cross platform 

framework. So Mono is a 3rd party framework of .Net which is 

platform independent. As we have to developed our software to run in 

both Linux and Windows platform we used Mono. C# was the 

programming language we used.

 Arduino

 Mikro C
 PIC controller



4.2  Interfaces Implementation

4.2.1 System Interfaces

 Widows Azure Platform

This subsection is about the external interfaces that our framework interacts with. 

In this design phase we came for a decision to use Widows Azure Platform as an 

external interface. This platform provides couple of self-service console or 

protocols for their private cloud solution on Windows server HyperV. These self-

service console provides some mean to request, start and stop virtual machines in 

the private cloud in different degrees. With Virtual Networks, we could able to 

control and configure all aspects of our network used, defining the subnets and the

preferred DNS IPs. We were able to securely connect with our VMs in Azure 

using a secure VPN over the Internet or bypass the Internet to establish direct 

connections using ExpressRoute via partners such as AT&T, Level 3, BT, 

TelecityGroup, Verizon, and Equinix.

  

 .Net Framework API

Another approach was using .Net Framework API because it has a wide range of

well-defined libraries to communicate with low level hardware. The .NET 

Framework class library is a library of classes, interfaces, and value types that are 

included in the .NET Framework SDK. This library provides access to system 

functionality and is designed to be the foundation on which .NET Framework 

applications, components, and controls are built. As the source codes are written 

in a C# language, when programs are running in Linux .Net framework is 

interoperable with Mono no conflicts hadn’t occurred.



4.2.2 User Interfaces

The logical characteristics of each interface between the   deliverables and
its users.

These are the interfaces that the system users to be interact with. Mainly the users of 

the system/framework are supposed to interact with the two major components.

1. Robot Application 
2. Central monitoring layer

Robot app consists of GUI in order to accomplish the following tasks that are done by

the wheelchair user.

 Enter the desired destination
 Viewing the map

It is essential to have an interface that is simple, understandable and navigate easily as

the users are the people with handicaps. Central monitoring layer provides interface 

for its operator. Thus this layer is responsible in handling multiple wheelchairs, traffic 

management, collision detection etc…, the user interface must be more reliable and 

error free.



Aspect of optimizing the interface with the person using the Wheelchair 
and the Central monitoring Layer.

Wheelchair user- Robot Application

The users are the people either disables or elder ones. So for those elder 

people this GUI should be more user-friendly and at an immediate glance user 

can sense that the way this should use or what the purpose of this GUI. Some 

outshining colors and larger fonts will be make the users easy to interact with 

this application. Thus the users are assumed as little technical knowledgeable 

people the GUI would be designed with the simple stuff to enter the 

destination or view the map. 

Central monitor operator

This would be consisted of rather complex interfaces. How accurately input data will 

be fed into the system via this interface and how accurately output data will be 

showed up through this are the considerable aspects when designing the interfaces to 

this layer.



4.2.3 Software Interfaces

Usage of other required software products and interfaces with the framework 
is    as follows. 

 Microsoft .Net framework 4.5

For the coding and implementation of the framework the visual studio 

2012 is used and build the applications on this platform. It consists of 

the common language runtime (CLR) and the .NET Framework class 

library, which includes classes, interfaces, and value types that support 

an extensive range of technologies. The .NET Framework provides a 

managed execution environment, simplified development and 

deployment, and integration with a variety of programming languages, 

including Visual C#.

 Docklight 2.0

Docklight 2.0 is using as a testing, analyzing and simulation interface 

for communication protocols. Thus we are developing C# programs, 

this API allows serial and protocol communication in minimal time and

minimal amount of codes.

 .Net Bitmap Drawing Class

Encapsulates a GDI+ bitmap, which consists of the pixel data for a 

graphics image and its attributes. For the implementations of our 

framework this will enable us to directly manipulate pixel attributes 

and visualize the all graphical implementations.



 .Net File I/O interface

The abstract base class Stream supports reading and writing bytes. 

Stream integrates a synchronous support. Its default implementations 

define synchronous reads and writes in terms of their corresponding 

asynchronous methods, and vice versa. This will use to read, write and 

transform data as bytes. Parameters passing through the map 

generation application will be read using this.

 Metro UI Windows Form

This is an Open source .Net library defined to design Metro User 

interfaces. For the implementations this will be used as it will increase 

user experience by refining system user interfaces. Compatibility on 

both Linux and Windows will be ensure with the help of MONO 

framework.

4.2.4 Communication Interfaces

 Central monitoring layer communicates with Robot Application through Wi-

Fi, using pre-defined structure (.Net TCP/IP)
 Hardware abstraction layer communicates with the Robot Application through 

a pre-defined packet structure using the UART serial protocol.
 Motor control interface communication using UART interface to control 

direction and the speed of the motor.



4.2.5 Hardware Interfaces.

Simply this is about the boundary layer between hardware that used to design the 

wheelchair and the framework. Hardware Abstraction Layer has been specified for 

this. Hardware section will be composed with motor, battery, ultrasound sensor and 

photo transition array.

HAL does checking battery meter, motor controlling, communicating with the Robot 

app and detecting obstacles using ultrasound sensors. Communicates with the robot 

application through a predefined packet structure using the UART serial protocol. 

This interface facilitate the image processing by acquiring data using photo transition 

array. Hardware are completely abstracted to this interface and framework can be 

interact only with this layer/interface.

Motor Control 

Controls the direction and speed of the motor using PID based calculations according 

to the speed and distance commands given by the robot application layer. 

The PID control scheme is named after its three correcting terms, whose sum 

constitutes the manipulated variable (MV). The proportional, integral, and derivative 

terms are summed to calculate the output of the PID controller. Defining u (t) as the 

controller output, the final form of the PID algorithm is:

�(�)=��(�)=���(�)+ �� ∫�(�)����+ ��  �/�� �(�)

Where,

Kp: Proportional gain, a tuning parameter

Ki: Integral gain, a tuning parameter

Kd: Derivative gain, a tuning parameter

e: Error = SP - PV

t: Time or instantaneous time (the present)

: Variable of integration; takes on values from time 0 to the present t.



Hardware interface for Image Processing 

Used photo transistor array for acquire raw data and pass them to manipulate 

within optimized image processing algorithms   

Ultrasound sensors for Obstacle Detection 

Searches for obstacles during set time intervals and detects them using 

ultrasound sensors. (Time interval can be changed as needed)



4.2.6 External Interfaces

 Robot Application – NaviSys Main widow

 This is the main graphical user interface that interacts with the user of the 

wheelchair. Start button should be selected to initialization and then the 

destination should be selected by the user from the icon pane.

 Should give the touch commands. 

 Output will be displayed as notification at the bottom and the robot will be 

visualize map.



 COM- Port Configuration Window

Figure 4.3 – Comport configuration pane

 Port name- string data type
 Boud Rate- Integer
 Parity – Integer
 Data Bits/Stop Bits/Hand shake – Enumeration Integer type
 If the COM ports are successfully acquired to communication no end 

messages. If there will be an error occurred exception message box will be 

appeared.



 Simulation Software Main Window

Figure 4.4 – Wheelchair simulator main window

 This is designed for the developers and the operators of the system to indicate 

fully functioning simulated robot environment.

 Coordinates and compass heading should be given in Integer data type. Com 

port object should be passed from the COM-Port configuration window.

 Output – COM port status will be indicated. Robot will be visualize in the map

according to the simulation. Obstacle detection will be visualized according to 

sonar sensor simulation



 Software Simulation Configuration Window

Figure 4.5 – Simulator configuration pane

 From this interface all the simulation thread configuration will be done.

 All inputs are in integer data type.

 Thread time of sonars, thread modulation and duration of thread time should 

be entered by the operator as integers.

 If any error data will be entered message will be appeared on the display.



 Software Simulation Port Configurations

Figure 4.6 – Port Configuration of Simulator

 Above UI will be configured by the operator to initialize the two comports that

will be used to communicate with the Simulation software.

 Port name- string data type

 Boud Rate- Integer

 Parity – Integer

 Data Bits/Stop Bits/Hand shake – Enumeration Integer type

 If the COM ports are successfully acquired to communication no end 

messages. If there will be an error occurred exception message box will be 

appeared.

 Map selection window



Figure 4.7 – Map selection

 This is the option for select the desired map form the pre designed maps in the 

system.

 All maps are generated as bitmaps and then converted into the nodes 

eliminating all the obstacles.

 This was done by the map generation software.

 Selected map is fed into the system and then acquiring best possible path will 

begin.



4.3  Implemented Function Structures

4.3.1 Robot Application Layer Functions

Obstacle detection

Table 4.1-Set_Obstacles

Variables boolean isSet;

Methods getValue(); // gets the Boolean value of isSet

setValue(); //set the Boolean value of isSet

Table 4.2-Set_Delay

Variables boolean isStatic;

float delayTime;

Methods getValue(); // gets the Boolean value of isStatic

setValue(); //set the Boolean value of isStatic

getdelayValue(); // gets the value of delayTime

setdelayValue(); //set the value of delayTime

Relations

/

constraints/dependenci

es/triggers

pathTracking :: calcAlternatePath();



Table 4.3-Get_Distance

Variables float distance;

Methods

getValue(); // gets the Boolean value of distance

setValue(); //set the Boolean value of distance

calcSafeZone(); //calculate the safe zone according to 

standards

calcCriticalZone(); //calculate the safe zone according to 

standards



Localization

Table 4.4-Calculate_Location

Variables Int  gridJunctionCount;

float wheelRotationCount;

typedef map infarstructureMap;

boolean isOnGrid;

typedef cordinates locationCords;

Methods getgridJunctionCount (); // gets the value of gridJunctionCount

setgridJunctionCount (); //set the value of gridJunctionCount

getwheelRotationCount (); // gets the value of 

wheelRotationCount

setwheelRotationCount (); //set the value of wheelRotationCount

calcDistanceDriven();  //using wheelroationCount and 

gridJunctioncount

setIsOnGrid(); //check and set if vehicle is on grid

getIsOnGrid(); //gets the Boolean value 

setLocationcords(); //set location

getLocation(); //gets location



Table 4.5 –Identify Anchor Points

Variables Int  anhcorpointCount;

typedef signal anchorpointSignal;

typedef anchorPoint anchorpoint;

typedef absoluteCordinate absolutecords;

Methods get anhcorpointCount (); // gets the value of 

anhcorpointCount

set anhcorpointCount (); //set the value of 

anhcorpointCount

get anchorpointSignal (); // gets the value of 

anchorpointSignal

set anchorpointSignal (); //set the value of  according to the

anchorpoint Signal received

setanchorpoint();  //indentiy the unique anchorpoint 

according to the signal and sets its info

getanchorpoint(); // returns the anchorpoint details;

setAbsoluteCords();  //using anchorpoint  set the absolute 

location

getAbsoluteCords() // returns absolute location

Table 4.6 –Anchor Points Guidence

Variables Int  anhcorpointmarkingCount;

typedef anchorMarking anchormarking;



Methods get anhcorpointmarkingCount (); // gets the value of 

anhcorpointmarkingCount

set anhcorpointmarkingCount (); //set the value of 

anhcorpointmarkingCount

getanchormarking (); // returns the info of anchorpoint 

makring

setanchormarking (); //identify and sets the anchorpoint 

marking with its info

anchorpointGuidance();  //guide vehicle to next anchor point 

from anrchormarking info 

Table 4.7- Localize

Variables typedef map InfarstructureMap;

Methods setMap (); // update the location in the map

getMap (); // returns the location from map

Relations/constrai
nts/dependencies/t
riggers

Localization :: Identify_AnchorPoints

Localization :: CalcLocation

Path Navigation



Table 4.8- Set Path

Variables typedef map InfarstructureMap;

boolean IsPathAvailable;

typedef path Path;

Methods setMap (); // update the location in the map

getMap (); // returns the location from map

setpath();  //set the path

getpath(); // returns the path

Relations/constraints/depe
ndencies/triggers

Localization :: Identify_AnchorPoints

Localization :: CalcLocation

Localization :: Calc_alternate_path

Table 4.9 – Calculate Alternative paths 

Variables typedef map InfarstructureMap;

boolean IsPathAvailable;

typedef path altPath;

typedef path[] alltPath;



Methods setMap (); // update the location in the map

getMap (); // returns the location from map

setpath();  //set the altpath

getpath(); // returns the altpath

shortestAvailablepath(); // calculate shortest path from

allpaths array and ispathavailable

Relations/constraints/dep

endencies/triggers

Localization :: Identify_AnchorPoints

Localization :: CalcLocation

Communication

Table 4.10 – Communication with central monitoring layer

Variables typedef map InfarstructureMap;

typedef cordinates locationCords;

typedef Status RoboStatus;

boolean Isemergency;



typedef firmware Robofirmware;

typedef request requestCommand;

socket roboCommSocket;

Methods sendCurrentLocation(); // send the location of the 

vehicle to the server

recieveMapUpdates();  receive map info through the 

sever  and update it in infarstucture map

receiveTraffic();     //receive traffic of paths from server

recieveRequests();  //receive user/fleet requests from 

server

EmergencyRequest();  //receive emergency details from 

server

sendStatus(); //send the status of the robo to the server

requestOperator();

updateFirmware();  //receive and update the firmware 

from sever

registerRequest();  //register the robo in the network 

after being turned on

Relations/constraints/de
pendencies/triggers

Localization :: CalcLocation

Robot Control

Table 4.11 – Control the wheelchair

Variables float Distance;

boolean isTrun;



Methods goForward(); // accelerate forward according to distance

turnLeft();   // if isTurn is true

turnRight();   //if isTurn is true

stop();   

User Interaction

Table 4.11 – User select the desired destination

Variables Typedef destination destination;

Boolean manualOverride;

Methods setDestination(); // sets the destination 

getDesitination();  //returns the destination

Relations/constraints/de

pendencies/triggers

View the map

Map should be initialized

Maintenance

Table 4.12 – Check the health of the wheelchair

Variables Typedef motor motorStatus;

float batteryLevel



Methods setBatteryLevel(); // sets the BatteryLevel 

getBatteryLevel ();  //returns the BatteryLevel

monitorMotor();   //monitor motor status in given 

time intervals 

Relations/constraints/depend
encies/triggers

Battery level: indicate

4.3.2 Central Monitoring System

Fleet Management

Table 4.13 – Manage fleets 

Variables Typedef vehicle[] vehicles;



Typedef map infarstructureMap;

Typedef dispatcher[] dispatchers;  

Methods getVehicleLocation();  //gets the  parsed vehicle’s 

location from vehicle array

getDispatcherStatus();  //retruns dispatcher’s vehicle 

count,is_dispatcher_availble, 

max_dsipacther_vehicle_count 

requestHandle();  //handle requests of users/dispatcher’s 

getVehicleCount();  // returns the total vehicles in 

network from the length of vehicle array

handleIdleVehicles();   //if vehicle is idle,send it to a 

dispatcher according to diapatcher status

Relations/constraints/de

pendencies/triggers

get_Destination

select_ destination

Variables typedef map InfarstructureMap;

typedef cordinates locationCords;

typedef Status RoboStatus;

boolean Isemergency;

typedef firmware Robofirmware;

typedef request requestCommand;

socket roboCommSocket;



Methods
recieveCurrentLocation(); // recieve the location of the 

vehicle to the server

sendMapUpdates();  send map info through the sever  

and update it in infarstucture map of robo

sendTraffic();     //send traffic of paths from server

sendRequests();  //send user/fleet requests from server

EmergencyRequest();  //send emergency details from 

server

recieveStatus(); //recieve the status of the robo to the 

server

requestOperator();  //connect the wheelchair phone to a 

human operator

updateFirmware();  //send the firmware from sever

registerRequest();  //register the robo in the network 

after being turned on

Communication 

Table 4.14 – Communication between HAL and Robot app 

Traffic management

Table 4.15 – Manage traffic of robot clusters 

Variables Typedef vehicle[] vehicles;

Typedef map infarstructureMap;

Typedef path[] allpaths;  



Methods Checkpaths();  //checks for possible collition routes 

using allpatsh array and vehicle array

reRoute();  //reroute vehicle path to avoid collition 

according to the request priority

Maintenance

Variables Typedef vehicle[] vehicles;

Typedef map infarstructureMap;

Typedef path[] allpaths;  

Typedef firmware firmware;  

Methods checkVehicleStatus();  //check health of the vehicle

from vehicle array

checkPathStatus();  //check the availability of the 

path

setPathAvailability();  //when a path is closed 

down(for cleaning purposes ..ect)

checkInfastructureStatus(); 

updateFirmware();  //updates the firmware of the 

robo

Infrastructure communication

Table 4.16 – Facilitate infrastructure communication

Variables Typedef map infarstructureMap;

Typedef doors[] autodoors; 

Typedef lift[] allLifts; 



Methods Accessdoors(); //access doors  and control them 

accessLift();  //access lifts and control them

Safety assuring

Table 4.17 – Emergency activity 

Variables Typedef vehicle[] vehicles;

Typedef map infarstructureMap;

Typedef path[] allpaths;  

Typedef doors[] autodoors; 

Typedef lift[] allLifts; 

Boolean isEmergancy; 

Methods emergancyOveride();  



4.4 Implementation of Central Monitoring System

Central monitoring layer is the core layer of the NaviSys which synchronizes all the 

units in other three layers. We have implemented this layer based on Wi-Fi that will 

communicate to manage each unit of the wheelchair. Especially we are using pre 

-defined packet structures to this communication process. 

We have adopted to client server architecture when initializing this network.

Figure 4.7 –Client server architecture for NaviSys

Each wheel chair will act as client and central monitoring layer will act as the server. 

There will not be communications between clients and clients. We haven't 

implemented the client vs client communication to minimize the complexity of the 

system and due to the computing power limitations in the Raspberry Pi units. 

Once the clients units connect to server, server will process the information that each 

client sends separately and derive on optimal paths with minimum traffic availability. 

If a disconnection occurs with a robot unit central monitoring layer will inform the 

operator and it can proceed with necessary actions to reconnect the unit in to the 



central monitoring layer. Therefor a technical maintenance team is required for the 

smooth operation of the navigation framework. 

Here we have to specify some important thing. That is we don’t use any local 

database to store data. We implemented this system according to deal with real time 

instance data. May be in a future iteration we can consider about implementing a 

database to optimize the system.

Section identification method

We have already consumed several image processing techniques to optimize our 

introduced image processing algorithms that can be utilized on bitmap images to 

identify varied sections of the map. Based on the accessibility to those sections and 

the traffic limit at that path central monitoring layer will generate a section list and 

pass it to the relevant client unit and they will load each section map in Raspberry pi 

and navigate to the destination.

Thus the primitive idea of above feature is to reside Master map with the server and 

map synchronization process goes between server and clients at real time. The main 

advantage of this sync process is, we can implement dynamic map to the system 



without a trouble. For an example maintenance area can be added by operator to the 

map

Figure 4.8 – Server UI of central monitoring system

4.4.1 Packet structures used in Central monitoring system to 

communication

In the central monitoring layer we are using several packet structures to communicate 

with the Hardware abstraction layer and robot application layer. Depending on the 

protocol(s) they need to support, packets are constructed in some standard packet 

format. Packet formats generally include a header, the body containing the message 

data (also known as the payload), and sometimes a footer (also known as the trailer). 

The packet header lists the destination of the packet (in Ip packets, the destination IP 

address) and often indicates the length of the message data. The packet footer contains

data that signifies the end of the packet, such as a special sequence of bits known as a 

magic number. Both the packet header and footer may contain error-checking 

information.

   Raspberry Pi     Arduino (Command Packet)

 
goForward; 

 Header 
(1byte) 

Command 
(1byte) 

Length 
(1byte) 

Data 
(4 bytes) 

Checksum 
(2 bytes) 

0x01 0xC1 0x04 0x11 0x22LL 
0x33 

0xHH LL 

 Data Parameters

 4th byte UINT8 Forward/ Reverse 
0x00 – Forward 
0x01 – Reverse 

5th-6th byte UINT16 Distance 
(centimeters) 



7th byte UINT8 
Speed (centimeters per 
second) 

Turn;

Header 
(1byte) 

Command 
(1byte) 

Length 
(1byte) 

Data 
(7 bytes) 

Checksum 
(2 bytes)

0x01 0xC2 0x07 0x00 0x11 
0x22LL 0x33
0x44LL 

0xHH LL 

 

Data Parameters

4th byte UINT8 Left/Right 
0x00 – Left 
0x01 – Right 

5th byte UINT8 Forward/Reverse 
0x00 – Forward 
0x01 - Reverse 

6th-7th byte UINT16 Angle (0-360 
degrees) 

8th byte UINT8 Speed (centimeters 
per second) 

9th-10th byte UINT16 Radius 
(centimeters) 

stop(double distance); 

Header 
(1byte) 

Command 
(1byte) 

Length 
(1byte) 

Data 
(2 byte) 

Checksum
(2 
bytes) 

0x01 0xC3 0x02 0x11 LL 0xHH LL 

 Data Parameters

4th-5th byte UINT16 Distance 
(centimeters) 





setUltrasonicPollingTime; 

Header 
(1byte) 

Command 
(1byte) 

Length 
(1byte) 

Data 
(2 byte) 

Checksum
(2 
bytes) 

0x01 0xC4 0x02 0x11 LL 0xHH LL 

Data Parameters 

4th-5th byte UINT16 Time 
(miliseconds) 

setCriticalBatteryPercentage; 

Header 
(1byte) 

Command 
(1byte) 

Length 
(1byte) 

Data 
(1 byte) 

Checksum
(2 
bytes) 

0x01 0xC5 0x01 0x11 0xHH LL 

Data Parameters 

4th byte UINT8 Percentage (0-
100%) 

setManualOverride; 

Header 
(1byte) 

Command 
(1byte) 

Length 
(1byte) 

Data 
(1 byte) 

Checksum
(2 
bytes) 

0x01 0xC6 0x01 0x01 0xHH LL 

Data Parameters 

4th byte UINT8 0x00 – Unset Manual Override 
0x01 – Set Manual Override 



Arduino  Raspberry Pi (Response packet) 

This is two way communication between central monitor and Robot application layer.

Data Verification

Header 
(1byte) 

Command 
(1byte) 

Length 
(1byte) 

Data 
(1 byte) 

Checks
um 
(2 
bytes)

0x02 0x__ 0x01 0x00 – Fail 
0x01 - Success

0xHH 
LL 

Command Byte: 

2nd byte UINT8 0xD1 – verification command for

goForward; 

0xD2 - verification command for

turn; 

0xD3 - verification command for

stop; 

0xD4 - verification command for

setUltrasonicPollingTime; 

0xD5 – verification command for

setCriticalBatteryPercentage; 

0xD6 – verification command for

setManualOverride; 

Data Byte: 

4th byte UINT8 Fail/Success 
0x00 – Fail 
0x01 - Success 



Arduino  Raspberry Pi (Asynchronous packet) 

Ultrasound Readings 

Header 
(1byte) 

Command 
(1byte) 

Length 
(1byte) 

Data 
(3 byte) 

Checksum
(2 
bytes) 

0x03 0xE0 0x03 0x11 0x22 
LL 

0xHH LL 

Data Parameters: 

4th byte UINT8 Ultrasound sensor number 

5th-6th byte UINT16 Distance to Obstacle 
(centimeters) 

 

Marker Readings ;

Header 
(1byte) 

Command 
(1byte) 

Length 
(1byte) 

Data 
(1 byte) 

Checks
um 
(2 
bytes)

0x03 0xE1 0x01 0xLL 0xHH 
LL 

 

Data Parameters: 

4th byte UINT8 0x01 – Section Divide Marker

0x02 – Coordinate Marker 

0x03 – Halt Marker 

 



Compass Data 

Header 
(1byte) 

Command 
(1byte) 

Length 
(1byte) 

Data 
(2 byte) 

Checksum
(2 
bytes) 

0x03 0xE2 0x02 0x11 LL 0xHH LL 

Data Parameters:

4th-5th byte UINT16 Compass Data 

 



4.5 Constraints on developing NaviSys

Hardware Layer

 Multiple sonar sensors will be required for dynamic obstacle detection, but at

most three sensors can be used without conflicts to a navigation framework.
 Compass should give precise readings and should be front facing. Also the 

offset readings has to be included in the calculations. 
 Wheel Encoders have a specific standard and can only be used with wheels 

up to a certain size.

Hardware Abstraction Layer

 Input for the HAL should be generalized and standardized in order to achieve 
proper hardware abstractions.

Robot Application Layer

 Navigation and path planning algorithm have to be memory optimized and 

less CPU intensive in order to run properly in Raspberry Pi.
 Proper thread handling and dispatching have to be used in order to preserve 

CPU cycles.
 Efficient Bitmap super-imposing algorithms should be used to visualize real 

time location of the robot application map.
 USB to UART ports should be used since the Raspberry pi doesn’t support the

native COM port interfaces.
 Usage of battery life should be effective and efficient.

Central Monitoring System



 Traffic management, fleet management, dispatcher and real time location 

algorithms constrained to be memory efficient to use less than 350 MB 

memory.
 Dual band Wi-Fi router with 1Gbps bandwidth have to be used in order to 

attain maximum potential in clustering and managing multiple robots.



5. Testing and

Evaluation

5.1 Testing

In the NaviSys we conducted test driven development. We used following tools for 

the testing purposes.

NUnit 2.5

Nunit is an open source C# unit testing framework. It tests behavior rather than state. 

It was very easy to use as it comes with a well defined documentation. It is written 

entirely in C# and has been completely redesigned to take advantage of many .NET 

language features, for example custom attributes and other reflection related 

capabilities. NUnit brings xUnit to all .NET languages.

We used ReSharper for integrating NUnit testing modules into VS. ReSharper 

provides native IDE support (which saves a lot of time). NUnit provided us better 

flexibility and extensibility to our testing purposes.



Docklight 2.0

Docklight 2.0 is using as a testing, analyzing and simulation interface for 

communication protocols. Thus we are developing C# programs, this API allows 

serial and protocol communication in minimal time and minimal amount of codes.

Docklight  scripting  was  used  in  testing  simulator  software  and  test  TCP/UDP

protocols in central monitoring layer network configurations. Docklight Scripting is a

great companion for debugging network-enabled devices and applications that  use

single endpoint-to-endpoint connections. We could easily simulate basic functions of

our application layer protocol and use Docklight Scripting for: 

 Testing our server application without writing additional client software

 Testing our client application with Docklight acting as server

 Testing our application protocol before implementation

Docklight can send out user-defined sequences according to the protocol used and it 

can react to incoming sequences. We were able to work on server application can use 

Docklight Scripting as a test client.



Figure 5.1 – Network protocol testing using Docklight

Stress Test

We have undergone with stress testing for our simulating software and the entire system. 

Stress tests put a greater emphasis on robustness, availability, and error handling 

under a heavy load, than on what would be considered correct behavior under normal 

circumstances on our software.

Stress testing is a form of deliberately intense or thorough testing used to determine 

the stability of a given system or entity. It involved testing beyond normal operational 

capacity, often to a breaking point, in order to observe the results. Reasons can 

include:

 to determine breaking points or safe usage limits

 to confirm intended specifications are being met

 to determine modes of failure

 to test stable operation of a part or system outside standard usage



So we already simulated on 30 units concurrently to make sure that our software will work on

under some considered heavy load.

Figure 5.2 – Stress testing for 30 unit



5.2 Deliverables of the system

Target users

After the implementation and the final evaluation we are hoping to deliver this

system to   clients/companies such as Airports, Supermarkets, hospitals, etc.

Scalability & Expandability

Our proposed framework can handle any number of robot wheelchairs and we 

are planning to add voice command part and the framework API as future 

expansions

Features/functions in the product that empower users

 We are coming up with more easy GUI programs to operate the robot 

application. So that users will indicate more desire towards our product.
 Safety first. We prioritize this feature in order to gain more trust towards our 

system.
 Accuracy is another fact that we are thinking to empower for the benefit of 

users.

Features/functions in the product that addresses/ relate to product 

maintenance

 Sets the critical Battery Level.

 Monitors motor status in given time intervals.

  When battery level becomes critical, central monitoring 

system will direct that wheelchair to a maintenance terminal.



5.3 Evaluation of the final product

This section is meant to delineate the final evaluations and deliverables of the system. 

Here we present the improvements of the project from beginning to end, business 

viability of the final product and the benefits of our project.

5.3.1 Process of beginning to end

Hardware prototype

We were intended to construct a hardware prototype to present the wheelchair robot. 

We started from the sketch and finally we are come up with an automated wheelchair 

which consists Raspberry Pi, Arduino, Wheel encoders, motor, sonar sensors, RFID 

reader, battery and photo transistor array.

Following pictures will show the stages and the final hardware prototype we have 

built.

    Figure 5.3- Initial structure of the robot



Figure 5.5- Raspberry Pi display

Figure 5.4- wheelchair robot

Simulator software

As an unaffordable cost of hardware implementation our final product is presented as 

a simulator software of the Multiple robotic wheelchairs. After finishing development 

of entire layered architecture finally we have come up with this software simulator to 

replicate the entire system and for the evaluation we used this simulator.

Hence we are successfully tested and evaluated our framework for mapping and 

localization of multiple robotics wheelchairs. 

Please refer the following video links to get the idea of our framework. We have 

captured all the specific processes here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TBC2Tr2yGBs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TBC2Tr2yGBs


5.3.2 Challenges and Solutions

Our foremost critical problem was to implement hardware systems. Due to an 

unaffordable cost of these hardware component we went for a better solution. It is the 

simulation software to symbolize the process of entire system.

We had to face through a certain problem arouse in the initial phase of our project.  As

we are firstly focused on indoor navigation we have to set up as follows.

• Wirelessly locate objects or people inside a building

• Most methods using for indoor navigation is erroneous because of the 
inaccuracy of the position measurements taken by those systems.

• Relation to GPS

• GPS or GNSS are generally not suitable to establish indoor locations, 
since microwaves will be attenuated and scattered by roofs, walls and 
other objects.

In order to achieve the challenges of indoor navigation, we have defined a set of 

standards and scaled map made according to our standards should be fed to the 

system.  



NaviSys Investor
s

Custome
rs

5.3.3 Business Viability

In the evaluation phase we are not only evaluate the implementation but also the 

several criteria regarding our project. One is we have analyzed about the business 

viability of our indoor navigation framework. 

Time Span     6 months

Start-up Cost*       240,000$

Total Outcome (30% ROI) 312000$

Investor Profit 48000$ (20% ROI)

Our Profit 24000$

No. of Hardware Units to sell  60

No. of Software to sell 6

Software Framework price 33750$

Hardware Manufacturing Cost 2375$ / Device

Hardware Selling Price 3000$ / Device

These analysis and the calculations were done with the assistance of a business 

management expertise. 
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1 General Information

1.1 NaviSys System Overview

“NaviSys” Indoor navigation framework that we have proposed will allow any 

wheelchair user to be guided to a desired location on his/her own as long as the 

building itself is adopted to a novel system. Also allows wheelchair user to explore 

public buildings with more ease than a normal user. 

1.2 Organization of the manual

The user’s manual consists of four sections: General Information, System Summary, 

Getting Started and Using the System.

General Information section explains in general terms the system and the purpose for 

which it is intended. System Summary section provides a general overview of the 

system. The summary outlines the uses of the system’s hardware and software 

requirements, system’s configuration, user access levels and system’s behavior in case

of any contingencies.

Getting Started section explains how to configure and install the NaviSys it on the 

device. The section presents briefly system menu.

Using The System section provides a detailed description of system functions.



2 System Summary

2.1 System Configuration

NaviSys can be configured on both Linux and Windows platforms. It need to be 

installed and configured in Raspberry Pi computer and Arduino tool kit. System 

should be consist of following hardware equipment which are essential to work 

wheelchairs precisely and safely. 

 Should have been configured with proper wheel encoders.
 Motors of the wheels should be effectively operated.
 Should have well-functioning ultrasound sonar sensors.
 Charged batteries.

To carry out NaviSys system the highly configured Wi-Fi connection should be 

available. Wi-Fi routers are the core configuration in the system because without Wi-

Fi cluster of robotic wheelchairs wouldn’t be handled.

Above mentioned requirements and features should be accurately configured and 

installed before getting start to run NaviSys.
 

2.2 User Access Levels

Wheelchair users (Differently abled people/others) can only access the Robot 

application GUI to select the desired destination from the map, select the map and 

view the map. In case of emergency they can stop the navigation and inform the 

security problem.

System operators are granted to handle port configuration, simulator and all other 

functions in the system.

2.3 Contingencies



In case of critical battery level or unstable motor status will be indicated on the screen

the wheelchair will be directed to the maintenance terminal in the building.

User can stop the navigation by stopping application if there will be an unavoidable 

circumstances.

If there will occur down connection in Wi-Fi system is featured to use local map of 

the building that has been predefined.



3 Getting Started

3.1 Installation

This section is briefly clarify how installation steps should be undergone by the 

system operators.

In the very first Robot application and the map generation software should be 

installed to the Raspberry Pi mini-computer. This will be done using USB driver 

which includes this executable setup files. After that installation operator should be 

make sure that both applications are running properly in the Raspberry Pi.

When it comes to the Simulator part the Robot simulator software has to be installed 

in operator’s PC as a general application. It will be functioned in both Linux and 

Windows platforms. This simulator software is introduced as a windows executable 

file. (Programmed using Mono)

3.2 System Menu

3.2.1 Robot Application main window

This the only graphical interface which interacts with the wheelchair user (differently 

abled people). 

Follow the instructions before you start to get there.



View the map   

1. Open the application
2. View the map of the building
3. Get an idea where you want to reach.
4. There you have options that shows the interior places in the 

building
5. Assume you want to reach cafeteria.
6. You can use touch system or remote keyboard to select cafeteria

option.
7. Now click/touch on the start button
8. You will safely get to the cafeteria now





4. Using the system – Operators

Guide

4.1 COM- Port Configuration Window

Using this you can configure the two comports that will be used to communicate with 

the Hardware Abstraction layer.

4.2 Simulator main window

NaviSys simulator main window is designed as follows. It consist of main menu. 

Baud rate and the parity 

want to be given as integer

value. Otherwise error 

message will be appeared.

Comport name should be 

given as a string and 

default values are 

provided. Previously 

added values are listed as 

suggestions

These three value boxes 

should be filled with 

enumeration integers.



4.3Simulator map selection

Main menu is includes “File” and “Settings” sub menus. 

This pane indicates the status of 

the ultra sound sonar sensors that are 

plugged in to the wheelchair. Operators 

can determine that which sensors are 

working or not. If sensors are working the 

rays showed around the wheelchair will be

changed into another color. If obstacle will

be detected sensor rays are stated to blink 

in the particular side. 

These labels will indicate the start 

coordinate of the wheelchair, real time 

location, current direction which is taken

from compass and the direction 

coordinates. The operator can make sure 

that the wheelchair is navigating in a 

right way within this tab. 



File  select the image file to upload the map

Settings  change the port configurations

4.4 Thread Configuration

Choose the pre designed map from the file menu 

and upload it into the application. All the map 

images should be given in bitmap format.



4.5 Map Generation software – Select the map

First go to the settings submenu and select the 

configuration setting.

There you have thread configuration option to setup 

threads of simulator.

Next the window will appear on the screen and enter 

the all inputs in integer type.



We have defined new and improved algorithm to detect robot accessible areas of the 

map and generation of nodes accordingly. Map generation software developed in 

order to do visualization of the map with robot accessible areas. Robot accessible 

areas will be indicated by nodes.
Steps for the map reader are as follows

4.6 Convert to graph of nodes

This is the final stage of the map generation software. All the accessible paths will be 

shown by the groups of nodes.

This pane will show the adjacent nodes 

coordinates.
Now go with the calculate button.
It will process the map into robot sized 

nodes.

1. Select the map from the storage and 

upload it. 
2. Then select the text files that includes 

adjacent nodes of the map.
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